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"Happy Birthday, Mr. President" is a song sung by actress and singer Marilyn Monroe on May 19, 1962, for
President John F. Kennedy at a celebration of his 45th birthday, 10 days before the actual date (May 29).
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Mr. Happy Go Lucky is the 14th album by American singer-songwriter and musician John Mellencamp. It was
released on September 10, 1996. It was his first album released after his heart attack in 1994.
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Mr. Contractor (especially Lonnie Spector) is an excellent company that strives to fully satisfy. This was the
only company that truly listened to my desires and made sure to explain all possible options and limitations
that could lie ahead.
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Luke Gloeckner. Luke is better known as Mr. Cheatsheet despite his last name not being Cheatsheet. He
makes spreadsheets, writes blog posts and his rankings were in the top 10 accuracy among FantasyPros
experts in 2014, 2016 and 2017.
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